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We tend to stay mostly on the fringes of syscourse nowadays without directly interacting with it
too often but I'm going to post this more broadly and less focused on our specific instance of this
because community-wise I think it's important to talk about.

Endogenic and other non-traumagenic systems are so commonly excluded from so many
neurodivergent-safe spaces where they would otherwise be able to gain knowledge about the
disorders they might have, share experiences and coping strategies with peers, or at least have
a sense of community that is so commonly valuable to disabled and/or neurodivergent people.
In a lot of cases, even people who only support non-traumagenic systems get shoved out.

This obviously harms non-traumagenic systems, but I have to point out that when people sit
there and say "we care about REAL disabled people!", I have to say.... Do you? Because if you
did care about those with mental illness, physical disability or neurodivergence, you in my mind
wouldn't exclude them based on something unrelated to the topic itself which might even be
something as small as holding an opinion that other people get to be the judge of their own
experiences. You can say that you care about "real" disabled people, but what about when a
traumagenic DID system also has a tulpa that they consider just as valid and real as their
alters? What about when a system labels themselves as quoigenic because in reality, you owe
no one the knowledge that you are vulnerable and traumatized? What about when a system
starts out as endogenic but gains so much trauma later on that they develop dissociative
symptoms?
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We're quoigenic because while yes we are diagnosed with DID:

1. DID does not have trauma in the diagnostic criteria so our diagnosis doesn't mean
anything by way of origin. Nontraumagenic is not the same as nondisordered the same
way that traumagenic isn't the same as disordered.

2. We cannot remember a time before we were plural so we cannot say with accuracy what
our actual origin was.

3. We have headmates we consider to be from both traumagenic and endogenic origins
and it feels unfair to pick one.

4. We don't owe anyone a quick little "hey, we have trauma!" flag on our pinned post which
can easily paint us as a target. This is the exact reason we don't share our triggers
online--it's not safe.

You don't owe anyone personal medical information including your diagnostic history, your
trauma history or lack thereof, your current medications or how many times you've been in a
hospital. That is your business and yours alone to decide who you share it with. It's downright
dangerous to share some of it, especially so publically. So who is anyone online that clearly isn't
your specific medical practitioner to decide whether your experiences are real enough to allow
you into spaces meant for a usually completely unrelated thing? Why would someone holding
the opinion that endogenic systems get to decide what labels they use be denied access to
spaces just because they support people with differing beliefs and/or experiences?

If we as a system with multiple disabilities want to go into a space for people who are
schizoaffective because we need others who won't immediately jump on the ableism train when
discussing something we're diagnosed with that has so much stigma, should we be denied that
just because we don't label our origin with a clear-cut "we are traumatized!!" label? Should we
be denied access to spaces because we don't want to sit around and smile while parts of our
system and other members of our community are called fake and evil and whatever else they
come up with? It's so common in spaces for people with disabilities to be exclusive to
traumagenic systems and people with an anti-endogenic mindset that people don't realize
they're not only hurting the endogenic community, but literal chunks of their own community
itself.

I can't even begin to understand the reason why.

Endogenic systems by just existing do not cause harm. They're not like a transphobe you would
not be safe around by default of having a label. Not every nontraumagenic system is a saint but
if you took any community and called everyone in it the equivalent of an unproblematic holy
angel, you'd be lying. People are bad in every community, some worse than others, but the
nontraumagenic system community literally just wants to exist--and yes, sometimes a
nontraumagenic system (or supporter of such) does have dissociative symptoms, or maybe they



have autism, or maybe they're physically disabled. Should they be not allowed access just
because of the way they chose to label their system, or their opinion of people picking their own
labels for their personal identity?

What exactly is the reason they're so excluded everywhere? I'd try to assume that this level of
exclusion (to the point of endos being on DNIs next to transphobes and racists) would mean
there's some real harm being done on a community-wide scale, but even when looking for it
there isn't any explanation we've been able to find. "They're fake" is all we seem to see which
has no actual backing whatsoever. "They're harmful" is another but.. How? We might be looking
in the wrong places, but we have never seen an actual explanation for how nontraumagenic
systems cause harm as a community just by being themselves.

At this point, I have to wonder how many people who say "we care about real disabled people!"
are just covering up their "we care about socially acceptable disabled people who I understand
and/or do not find cringey" sentiment instead. Being neurodivergent should never be about
fitting into tight little boxes--it's part of the whole point of having a community like this. You're not
the majority, and that's okay. So why are we dividing the disabled community into boxes too?

Of course, this doesn't only apply to ND spaces. LGBT+ spaces are similar and even more
divided from the concept of being a system that it makes even less sense to block
nontraumagenic systems from entering the space. How does their system origin relate to their
LGBT+ identity? Sometimes it can, but should a trans person be excluded from a trans space
because they have a friend who is an endogenic system and they support them fully?

Overall, the main point is that it makes no sense whatsoever to be anti-endo in general, let
alone so violently anti-endogenic system to the point where you hurt members of your own
community due to it. Sometimes from something as simple as them supporting endogenics
alone. Your safe spaces aren't actually safe if you exclude a non harmful group who also belong
in that space due to having a personal identity or opinion different to yours. If you want
somewhere to be a safe, inclusive space, it should include everyone as long as letting those
people in won't cause harm. People who are seeking to cause harm (racists, transphobes, etc)
obviously do not belong in a safe space because they seek to harm others, thus making the
space unsafe. But people who just want to be themselves without harming anyone should be
included in your space if they fall under whatever it may be topic-wise. Even the "cringey" ones.
Even the ones who don't quite make sense to you or have "contradicting" labels. Even the ones
who use labels completely differently to the way you do. And even the ones who are uninformed
or misinformed but trying their best to learn. Your safe space is not safe if it excludes those who
do not follow your every single mindset and thought without any deviation.


